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Dear Friends of Design Impact,
As I sit down to reflect on the year, my mind is trying to
reconcile a tension that Design Impact continues to revisit.
It goes something like this:
How might we stand up for the love, dignity, and
opportunities each human deserves while building
bridges across difference?
How might we move forward toward a more hopeful
future while acknowledging the injustices that have
ravaged marginalized communities for centuries?
These tensions represent the spaces where our team is
learning, growing, and designing, but we've also witnessed
something even greater: People coming together across
race and class and culture to create, and build, and persist
in the face of hardship. And that collective response is what
Design Impact lives for.

In those moments, we are in awe of the possibilities, the
collective wisdom of our community, and the complexity,
humility, and humor required to create social change.
In the face of tragic news cycles, we feel a responsibility
to share these stories with you here. Not just because we
want you to know a bit more about what we do, but because
we want you to see the opportunities we see and feel a bit
of that hope with us. If what you read sounds like something
you want to see more of, please consider supporting our
work with a financial donation, a shout out, or a reach out.
Thanks for walking with us.
We’re proud to work with you.

Kate Hanisian
Executive Director, Co-Founder

JOURNEY THROUGH TIME
2017-18 was an incredible year at Design Impact. We worked with partners all over the country,
hired a new teammate, and worked on projects that allowed us to dig even deeper into systemslevel change. Take a look at the milestones, celebrations, and projects that made this year our
best year yet. Don't forget to click around and check out the many surprises!

JULY 2017

AN “AMAZING CASE”
FOR COLLABORATION:
Changing the culture at
Jobs & Family Services
Jobs and Family Services in Montgomery
County, OH tests an interactive training
simulation called “Amazing Case” where
you can experience what it’s like to be
a customer navigating multiple services.
The pilot is part of a three-year project
to break down social service agency
silos, encourage more collaboration
between departments, and build
leaders—starting with frontline workers.

DAYTON, OH
AUGUST

RAISING CHILDREN
IN DAVIESS COUNTY, KY:
Improving Early Childhood Education
Another school year is here, but in
Kentucky, only 50% of kids are ready
for kindergarten. We meet with dozens
of Daviess County residents to learn
what families need to raise kids under
3 and ensure they’re set up for success.
Here’s what we learned.

directly from one resident we
interviewed about what's important to her family.
LISTEN UP: Hear

SEPTEMBER

BUILDING A NETWORK
FROM THE GROUND UP:
Region-wide initiative to
increase financial capability
Agencies across Central Ohio offer
financial coaching services, but a
region-wide effort is needed to ensure
everyone has the tools and knowledge
to succeed financially. Agencies,
community members, and funders
work together to test ideas that will
eventually become the infrastructure
for a new financial capability network.
Learn how competitive organizations
united to build the Central Ohio
Financial Capability Network.

SEPTEMBER

120 PEOPLE PARTICIPATE
in the building of the network

OCTOBER

INTRODUCING THE
JUSTICE PROMOTERS:
Parent advocates for housing rights
A group of parents meet up to talk
about how they can prevent evictions
in Cincinnati. Poor housing conditions
and evictions can spiral into more serious
health issues—so fewer evictions can help
improve the health of their neighborhood.
With Cincinnati Children’s Hospital, we
coach the Justice Promoters as they
develop two initiatives that empower
residents to become advocates for
better housing conditions.

WATCH
THIS �

"WHEN I LEARNED THAT LEASE, AND
REALLY READ IT. . . THAT GAVE ME
POWER TO STAND UP FOR MYSELF.''
Michael Pinkston, Justice Promoter
NOVEMBER

BRING A FOLDING CHAIR:
Off to City Council, hello new board!
DI’s very own Tamaya Dennard is elected
to Cincinnati City Council, earning her
a shout out in Washington Post and
The Root and making us hopeful for
the future. Three new board members
join the ranks. And we host our first
ever Breakfast Club, a morning happy
hour fueled by coffee, quiches,
and powerful ideas.

DECEMBER

BRIDGING JOBS AND
AFFORDABLE HOUSING:
A new model to reduce homelessness
Homelessness is complex, but
Connecticut’s new approach aims to
address that by connecting residents
to streamlined housing and jobs services.
We guide service providers from housing
and employment agencies to ensure the
model is set up for long term success.
Read about how Secure Jobs works.
Now watch it in action.

HARTFORD, CT

JANUARY 2018
SENIOR HUNGER SOLUTIONS:
Bold ideas to end senior hunger

Food access is a growing challenge for
senior citizens in the U.S. We head to
Texas to ask food security experts from
across the country to design a future
where every senior can get the food
they need. Read about the experience
and watch our stellar recap video.

AUSTIN, TX
WATCH
THIS �
"WE NEED TO THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX, BEYOND BEST FEBRUARY
UNDERSTANDING OUR IMPACT:
PRACTICES AND EVIDENCE-BASED PROGRAMMING TO Learning what worked in 2017
SAY YES...AND WHAT ELSE? WHAT ELSE CAN WE
We believe change happens at the
of creative, social, and
DO TO CREATE IMPACT AND TAKE IT TO THE NEXT intersection
leadership practices. As we head into
we take a pause to measure the
LEVEL? DESIGN IMPACT HAS HELPED US DO THAT.'' 2018,
impact of our work against our theory
Kristin Shrimp�in,
of change. Are we making a difference?
Here’s what we learned.
Executive Director of Women Helping Women

MARCH

KANSAS CITY IDEA LAB:
Testing residents’ ideas
for stronger communities
Residents in Wyandotte County, Kansas
have three days to develop ideas that
combat health disparity in their community.
With some DI training under their belts,
residents have the tools to move these big
ideas to action. Learn more about this work.

KANSAS CITY, KS
A PR I L

MEJORANDO LOS
SERVICIOS HOSPITALARIOS:
Improving hospital services
for Hispanic families
We talk to Spanish-speaking
families to learn how Hispanic
families navigate hospital services.
Read the opportunities that
emerged to improve healthcare
for Hispanic families.

WHAT WE LEARNED: Hispanic parents

are less responsive
to high-quality health services when information and
interactions aren’t fully designed for an immigrant audience.
M AY

NINE MAKES ELEVEN:
New Staff, 9 Years of DI
It’s our 9th birthday! We also
welcome our 11th member of the
team. Nelson Pierce Jr. joins us as
the new Senior Social Equity Specialist
to strengthen our commitment to
social equity both inside and out.

DID YOU KNOW?

Over half of the DI
staff worked in
social change before
arriving to our team.
Design may be in our
name but our team
is a mix of innovators,
educators, community
organizers, and
researchers.
JUNE

SUPPORTING THE WORK:
The numbers and the people
In our final month of this fiscal year
we compile a financial picture for your
review as well as a list of the many
partners that make this work possible.
Thank you to our partners, volunteers,
and donors for pushing us into new
sectors and investing in us to build
an equitable future, together.

"I HAVE RE-INVENTED MY WHY’, WHICH HAS ALLOWED ME TO EXPAND ON
THE SERVICES THAT I CAN PROVIDE. I HAVE RE-FOCUSED MY POSITION
HERE, KNOWING THAT EACH DAY I HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY AT MAKING
A DIFFERENCE IN SOMEONE’S LIFE.'' Frontline Wor�er, Jobs and Famil� Services

WE NEED YOUR SUPPORT

Help us create social change by donating to Design Impact.
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